
Road Ride of the Month - Great Dun Fell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a road in Britain that finishes on top 

of a mountain that is just short of 2,800 feet. 

The road is wonderfully surfaced and pothole 

free with an average gradient just less than 

8%. It has a stunning, dramatic and beautiful 

location and is completely traffic free.  

Tempted? Great Dunn Fell is waiting for you… 

 

 

 

Should you choose to ride to the 

foot of the climb (the village of 

Dufton, rest top on the Pennine 

Way) from our Lodge in Shap it 

is 13.4 miles, 161 metres of 

uphill on the way there, and 247 

metres on the return.  

 

Vital Statistics of the Fell climb:  

 Length – 4.5 miles 
 Vertical ascent – 632 m 
 Average gradient – 9% 
 Max gradient – 20% 
 Height at top – 2,900 ft / 835 metres 
 King Of The Mountain time: 25:03 – 

10.2mph 
 OS map 91 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Dufton it is 5.4 miles to the Radar Station at 

the top.  

After an opening mile of fairly steady climbing, the 

gradient goes up to 10-15% and the fun begins. 

There are few places to recover, though the 

gradient is always changing. The last mile and a 

half are the hardest and steepest of the climb. It 

briefly touches 20%, and is the better part of 15% 

for a considerable time. 
 

 

The descent would make excellent practise for 

anyone wishing to improve their Alpine 

descending skills. It is fast and twisty. Good 

road surface and you are very unlikely to meet 

a car. But, you will need to use plenty of 

brakes, because you soon pick up momentum 

around the corners. 

Cafes / Pubs –  

Post Box Pantry, Dufton 

The Stag Inn, Dufton.  

Total Ride Distance from Shap 37.6 miles,1254 

metres of ascent.  

 

Other great road rides from the Lodge:  

Shap Fell climb – ascends twice, from north and south, 

distance 26 miles, 400 metres ascent 

Ullswater circuit and Kirkstone Pass – 54 miles, 1400 

metres ascent 

The  Lakes and Dales loop (196 miles circular). We can 

help with accommodation on route.  

And lots more, just enquire.  
 


